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of the delicious hors d’oeuvres was Kay’s famous “egg
and egg” dip, as we called it—caviar & hard boiled
eggs. With Patience, Chris, and Kay around, we ate
well! And, I have the contour to prove it.
One year CSSO had a contingent that participated with
a sidesaddle exhibition at the Concorde Elegance at the
Monterey Fairgrounds. Kay was instrumental in that. I
again represented period Western.
Santa Cruz had a Heritage Parade – and sidesaddle participation appropriately fit right in. I remember one
year Kay, Glynn Prine, Patience, High Voltage, and I
trailer-pooled, giving my mare Roja Sand a ride to the
parade with HV.

The CSSO lunch at Mansion House, Watsonville 8/11/86. L-R:
Patience Prine-Carr, Marcia Miller, Crystal Ward Elzer, Marti
Friddle, Kay Prine. Photo submitted.

In the early days of CSSO, we had a morning clinic and
afternoon schooling show at Phyllis (Reid) Hawkins’
TP Ranch in Woodside. We had a marvelous turnout
By Marcia Miller
for promoting sidesaddle. Kay was an instrumental
pillar in the founding of CSSO. MyMy SemelmanEditor’s Note: Kay Prine (CA) passed away on June
Moore’s “Billy Buckskin” was a hit for letting lots of
30, 2009. She was a long-time supporter of sidesaddle
horseless people experience sidesaddle. My Roja Sand
riding and a true horseshow mom for her daughter, Pawon High Point Western for the day – that day she was
tience Prine-Carr. Following are some remembered
kind of bored with rail, but came alive with the trail
moments of Kay with events of the now-disbanded
class and fun-day events, and I will never forget Evelyn
California Side Saddle Organization as remembered by
Harrod’s observations to me about just that.
Marcia Miller.

Remembering Kay Prine

In those days, too, we had the Tally Ho Show at Menlo
In the early days of CSSO, thanks to Peter Mikkelsen
Circus Club in Atherton, with their nighttime outdoor
sharing his book “How Women Should Ride” by C. De
sidesaddle class. We had kind of a party at MyMy SeHurst, © 1892, Kay Prine and I transcribed and recordmelman-Moore’s trailer before the class – lots of good
ed this wonderful book.
food. Kay and Patience were there. Evelyn Harrod was
still alive and riding her famous Morgan, Sam, then,
In the 1980s, a contingent of CSSO members did a
too.
side-saddle exhibition at Rancho Murietta (near Sacramento). Kay was instrumental in that. I represented
Kay and I co-edited the CSSO newsletter.
period Western on my Roja Sand, and ponied an AQHA
mare, Flipparoo, with an offside Whippy.
I remember the mid-1980s day when Marti Friddle
came to California for old times and vacation, and five
In the 1970-80s, CSSO had their elegant Ride In The
of us had a CSSO sidesaddle ladies lunch at the historic
Park (Bercut Field, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco)
Mansion House in Watsonville. Crystal Ward Elzer,
– a perfect park venue for such an elegant sidesaddle
Kay Prine, Patience Prine-Carr, Toby Levy, and I were
ride. Kay and Patience Prine prepared exquisite gourthere.
met lunches, served on many of Patience’s silver and
crystal trophy winnings.
Kay was also instrumental in working a CSSO booth at
the big Horse Expo in Sacramento one year.
Every Spring, Chris & Patience Prine-Carr and Kay
hosted HV’s (High Voltage+/) birthday party, which
Kay was very knowledgeable on sidesaddle attire in the
coincides with Patience’s and Chris’ anniversary. One
various periods in history. Kay’s mother rode sidesad-
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dle, and an exquisite picture of her was used on one of on and give it a whirl. He did get on and loved it. I
the covers of our CSSO newsletter/magazines.
saw him quite often later in the day with his leg hooked
over his horn on his western saddle, it was hard not to
In the mid-1990s, I did a 10K walk in Carmel with Kay. chuckle.
Her longevity and youthfulness until 88 can be attributed at least partly to walking and swimming.
The following week was a Peruvian show in Ventura…
Kay was very active in Carmel historical associations.
We should all be so fortunate to have a horse show The So Cal Peruvian Club was kind enough to amend
ground crew like Kay.
their show rules to allow for sidesaddle in all classes
except bozal and riders under 13. I am well over 13 and
Oh, the wonderful fun memories.
my horse has been out of bozal for some time so I was
thrilled. Peruvian tradition dictates that white pants are
worn; therefore my aprons had to be white. That did
not last long thanks to Pony stomping a mud puddle.
The next morning started early for everyone else, but
our classes were not until noon. After tossing him a
quick flake of hay I went back to bed for another hour
or two. A donut and a hot shower later, I got Romantico
out to stretch his legs. He seemed happy to be at the
show.
We entered the Senior Amateur Ladies to Ride class,
aka the Old Broad Class. Pony was a bit fired up and
wanted to really go but he listened to me and worked
nicely. We got a second place and qualified for the
Championship Amateur Performance Gelding Class
and Champion Geldings Performance class.
Cheryl Calentine (CA) on *AHT Romantico, AKA “Pony” at the
May 2009 Peruvian Show in Ventura, CA. Photo by Lee Locke and
used with permission.

Class two of the day was a bit more interesting than
class one, and not in a good way. I saddled him up in
my vintage saddle and bridle. Well, the little snot bucket decided to pull a temper tantrum right in front of the
judge. He gave me a nice little crow hop and a jump to
the side. I have no idea how I stayed on! We continued
on to an impressive last place in the class.

5 Weeks of Madness …
Sidesaddle Adventures
with Pony

Our last class of Saturday was the western class. I was
so excited to wear my new habit but nervous about
the saddle. During our last pass through the cones he
by Cheryl Calentine
picked one up, twirled it around his hoof and flung it at
May 2009 ended with a gymkhana, a small local event the judge who was not amused, and we lost our third
we often attend for fun. To my surprise we actually class for the day.
placed 2nd in poles. (Okay, so the other entries we beat
Pony must have gotten a good night’s sleep Saturday
had meltdowns but we still beat them.)
because on Sunday he was all perky and happy, his usuPony and I caught the attention of a teen boy that was al self. We rode in the first class, Open Geldings Pervery curious about the saddle and horse. No, it was formance. He was flawless, did not put a hoof wrong
not a Mrs. Robinson moment! I convinced him to hop and won the class.
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Class two, JackBenny/Mae West 39+, was not our best
class. We were terrible but at least I got several whistles
from the crowd. Class three of the day was my favorite,
English. I got to wear my new blue habit, velvet helmet,
and gloves. We won that one.

Pony got the next weekend off while I headed up to
Sacramento for Breyerwest and a visit to Fagervoll Singapura Cattery.
The next Friday I packed up the trailer and headed
down to San Diego with a friend for our first NATRC
ride of the season. It was a one day, 20 mile ride. After
a seven-hour long drive, a near miss with a turkey, we
unpacked and checked in. While cleaning my saddle
the judge wandered by and did a double take. We discussed riding aside and she said she was looking forward to watching me ride.
We stopped for lunch under a bridge where there was a
large creek. It was cool and lush compared to the sandy hills we rode in most of the day. The area became
crowded so I had the bright idea to use the little girls’
bush up the hill. I headed up the hill and got tangled up
in a downed tree branch; I took a header into a nice ripe
patch of foxtails. I stood up covered top to bottom with
them. I managed to brush some off, do my business
and head back down to my riding buddy. She had a
mild meltdown about the time so I rushed to saddle and
get on. The next mile was spent picking foxtails out of
my clothes while gaiting behind her and her horse to
make up time. During my post-ride bath I did manage
to remove the rest that had worked their way to places
where the sun does not shine.

Cheryl Calentine and Pony in the English Class. Photo by Lee
Locke and used with permission.

After lunch were the championship classes. Since he
was tired I only entered him in the Champion Amateur
Gelding Class. I made sure he had a handful of cookies
to perk him up, it worked.

One rider, who did not know me, insisted loudly that I
was unable to compete aside and was sure I could not
finish the ride. I assured her politely that I was able to
ride trails aside and even gymkhana; we would be fine.
I was polite and kept my mouth shut when we beat her
in horsemanship. So many people really do not understand riding aside.

The champion class was tough. The judge kept having
us do the cones over and over, which was annoying. To
my surprise we won Reserve Champion.
The show offered some high point awards. Pony ended up winning the High Point Gelding award AND we
tied for High Point Horse of the Show! The announcer
made a big deal out of the fact we rode all our classes
aside and mentioned that I made all my outfits I felt
pretty special.
Besides having a good show, I found it interesting
how many conversations I overheard about sidesaddle.
I must have walked into four on Sunday alone. The
judge loved my vintage saddle and spent quite a bit of
time admiring it.

Cheryl and Pony competing at the Region 2 NATRC CTR ride.
Photo by Jane Thompson and used with permission.
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We finished the ride with only one minor incident with
yet another turkey; at least it was not a snake. Pony
ended up with a 4th place. The judge claimed he bit
her, and I had to laugh. What he does do is grab your
shirt, lift it up, and groom you, he does not bite, but as
she did not knowing him I am sure she was not pleased.
We lost a ton of points for that.

I did show in the afternoon gelding class on day two.
Pony was perfect; he was his old self again and worked
wonderfully for me. One judge gave me a blue, the
other last...go figure. To say the judging at this show
was strange is an understatement. That qualified me for
the Champion Amateur Gelding Performance class the
next day.

I was pleased with how I rode and boy was my thigh
sore. I rode light the entire time (weight on the forepart
of my thigh) and I felt it. Pony’s back was perfect, not
an ounce of soreness so it was worth it. The judge did
not understand the concept of light riding aside so she
dinked me 3 points for sitting heavy. I scored a 96 for
a 3rd place. The second place rider got a 96+ and the
winner a 97. Next time I will take literature explaining
riding aside and how to ride light aside!

Sunday morning I dressed up in my new burgundy
apron, black jacket, white blouse and hat with lace and
netting adorning it. At least we looked good, that was
pretty much it for that class – LOL

Going into the Championship class, I had little hope
of placing. The judges set the cones far apart so you
had to sort of zig zag through then instead of a normal serpentine. Our first pass through the course was
perfect, the crowd cheered, someone yelled “Bravo”
On Sunday my buddy rode and I stayed in camp, my and whistled. The second pass was even better. Our
ride over. I wanted Pony to rest as we were leaving for rail work was perfect so I was pleased. The one judge
Vegas in a few days for the largest show of the year. that gave me a blue earlier dumped me but the other
The timer lady was in camp and asked a lot about Pony that placed me last in all my classes gave me a Reserve
and sidesaddle. I saddled him up for her and she went Champion...go figure.
for a ride. She liked it very much and loved him. Everyone loves the wild pony.
Pony was such a good boy for putting up with my antics, as a reward he got 2 weeks vacation with nothing
Three days later Pony was on a trailer in the desert to do but lounge in the pasture and eat carrots. He has
headed towards Vegas for a double show. He was not no idea what the rest of the year has in store for him…
impressed. I arrived the next day. We did a very light
workout before the show, mostly walking. He rested
while I hit the buffet and slots. He needed the rest; I
returned 5 pounds heavier and 100 bucks poorer.
Friday we entered three classes. I rode the first class
but he seemed off, not lame but not himself. We placed
5th in that class so I entered the trail class as I was on
the hunt for versatility award points; the ultimate point
whore, I had my plan of attack in place weeks before
the show. I got on line and checked the class entries
for the day and found the entry number was low so it
was easy points for the taking, only two others entered.
Pony was less than impressed with my idea and let me
know it! He hates the stupid pet trick type trail classes
so I walked into the course, waved at the judge, passed
on all the obstacles and left. She was not impressed –
LOL. Pony is a nature boy, the Euell Gibbons of the
equine world. Open the mailbox by the road, no problem, but do it in a show ring, are you kidding me? We
never have a dull moment when we are together.

Showing their versatility, Cheryl Calentine and *AHT Romantico compete in a gymkhana class at the local Santa Ynez Valley
Equestrian Center May 2009 gymkhana. Photo by Lee Locke
and used with permission.
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Of course it didn’t work that way. Classy’s new owner
sold her and eventually I lost contact with her. For thirteen years I looked for her in every pasture I passed,
asked friends and acquaintances about her, but I had no
luck locating her.
As often happens in a “mixed” marriage the love for
horses outlasted the attraction for the man and we were
divorced. A few months later I met a great man on
the Internet who was a former Quarter Horse breeder
and had never lost his love of horses. We began communicating and were married in May of 2009. I told
him about Classy and he asked me to try to find her. I
did. We found her current owner on the AQHA website. I contacted him about the possibility of purchasing
Classy. After some time he agreed. On Father’s Day
we drove to Kenton, OH and brought her home.
Every day I see this beautiful animal in our pasture and
feel so blessed. Not only have I been given a second
chance to own my dream horse, but along with her I got
my dream man. Thank you Gerald. I love you.

Mary Jo (Wisecup) Starkey and Dees Classical Music.
Photo Submitted.

Dreams Do Come True
by Mary Jo Starkey
When I was about four years old, I began dreaming of a
horse of my own. When I was 50 years old that dream
came true, but it wasn’t this first horse that had an overwhelming impact on my life. About three horses later,
I had the opportunity to purchase Windy, an older Quarter Horse in foal and about to give birth. In July of
1993 Windy presented me with a beautiful red roan filly
that changed my life forever. I named her Dees Classical Music.

Mary Jo Starkey’s “Dream Horse,” Dees Classical Music. Photo submitted.

Classy and I were inseparable for three years. We spent
hours together. I groomed her with a soft shoe shine
brush, I rubbed her fuzzy little mane and generally wallowed all over her. Then my non-horsey husband decided that she had to go. After many tears, much begging
and pleading I gave in and sold her to a lady I worked
with. I thought if I couldn’t own her I at least would
know where she was and could visit from time to time.
I would know that she was taken care of.

Sidesaddle Get Together
Riding and demonstrating Sidesaddle with CA_
Aside - Nov 14-15, 2009
Contact margie_beeson@yahoo.com
CA_Aside has been invited to do a demonstration during Polo in the Park at Golden Gate Park
on October 24, 2009
Contact kkafka@pacbell.net
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Peter showed us an original pattern sheet for a number
of different habit pieces. It included many pattern pieces superimposed over one another on the master sheet.
Rather than cutting the master pattern itself, one would
trace off the desired pieces onto a separate paper before
cutting, thus preserving the master pattern for further
use.
We were impressed with several beautifully fitted vintage jackets, each with a matching apron or skirt. In
one jacket, the boning and inside seams had detailed
finishing work that was truly amazing. It had been done
with great care, using fabrics and threads in contrasting
colors, thus making the inside of the garment a work of
art in its own right.
L to R: Outside Tal-y-Tara Polo and Tea Shoppe: Lillian Chaudhary, Peter Mikkelsen, Sarah Thompson, Karol Kafka, and Diane
Arana. Photo submitted.

CA_Aside
By Karol Kafka
In August the following group met for a day in San
Francisco: Lillian Chaudhary, Diane Arana, Sarah
Thompson and Karol Kafka (unfortunately, Cheryl Calentine and her friend were unable to join us, as had been
originally planned). We met at the home of our gracious
host, Peter Mikkelsen, to examine just a small portion
of his treasure trove of vintage sidesaddles, habits, historic books, and all other assorted sidesaddle and horserelated paraphernalia.

The vintage riding jacket seen by CA_Aside members, shows the
detailed tailoring not seen in construction, today. The jacket is
part of Mr. Mikkelsen’s collection. Photo submitted.

One item of note was a good-sized bronze statuette
of a horse with a sidesaddle. This beautiful piece was
originally part of a matched pair, possibly designed for
use as bookends; unfortunately its mate was destroyed
years ago.

In addition to a number of vintage sidesaddles, Peter
has an extensive collection of riding crops, one with a
hidden dagger in the handle! Other crops feature beautifully carved handles, delicate silver work, braiding,
knotting, tassels, and other fine craftsmanship.

Left: Sarah Thompson demonstrates dagger hidden within
the handle of a vintage crop Above: Peter Mikkelsen’s bronze
statuette of a sidesaddled horse. Photos submitted.
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Another treasure was a set of silver place-card holders
for use on a formal dining table. Each holder is approximately 3”x3” and the entire set is housed in a lovely
wooden presentation box. Each holder depicts a woman
riding aside with a top hat, going over a stone fence on
her hunter, accompanied by a hound. Incredible detail
in the silver work!

Peter also urged us to contact the CEO of the Grand National Horse Show: Joe Barkett, jbarkett@cowpalace.
com, 415-404-4120. “We need to find out if he knows
yet when will be the exact date of the 2010 horse show,
or when he expects that date will be set,” explained Peter. “We also need to know what the show program will
consist of and when the sidesaddle class will be scheduled. The timing of the sidesaddle class will determine
how much visibility it gets.”

The silver place-card holders featuring a sidesaddle rider.
Photo submitted.

In addition, Peter showed us all kinds of reference
books, some on very old rag paper that looked like
they had been hand printed (as opposed to mass production), old horse show programs, old postage stamps
with horses and riders aside, artwork, videos and many
other items too numerous to list.

Left: Diane Arana checks
out Mr. Mikkelsen’s sidesaddles. Above: Sarah
Thompson models the vintage habit with the help
of Mr. Mikkelsen. Photos
submitted.

One resource that could definitely be put to good use, if
Peter would be willing to make it available, is a handcompiled education binder filled with illustrations and
written instructions on riding aside, tack, proper habits
and so forth. This is a very comprehensive presentation
binder put together by Toby Anne Levy. This information would be wonderful to post for reference on the
private ASA members-only website.

As we were leaving Peter’s home, he invited us to return. “I hope all of you will plan another visit soon,”
Peter said. “What you saw today was approximately
half of my collection. Perhaps you would like to bring
other members of your group with you next time to see
the rest of what I have.”
Later in the afternoon, our little group migrated to the
equestrian-themed Tal-y-Tara Polo and Tea Shoppe.
There we met the owners, Melba and Hugh Meakin,
who are very involved in San Francisco-based horse activities. We also met one of their friends, Bob Ermilio,
a visiting tailor with shops in Pennsylvania and New
York that specialize in custom-made sports and equestrian attire. Over frequently refreshed steaming hot tea,
assorted tea sandwiches, scones with lemon curd and
all the trimmings, we had a chance to visit with each
other. The tea shoppe is filled with a wide assortment
of merchandise including Barbour outerwear, racks of
breeches, hacking and shooting jackets, riding boots,
leather halters, lead ropes, tea cups and tea sets, horse
note cards, jewelry, etc.

We were delighted to learn that Peter is sponsoring the
Jessica Drummond Memorial Open Sidesaddle Class
for the 2010 Grand National Horse Show at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco, an event that traditionally takes
place in the spring. CA_Aside members had hoped to
participate in the class last spring, but unfortunately,
the entire horse show was canceled, a casualty of the
sluggish economy. It is good to hear that the class and
show are once again back on schedule. This would be a
great opportunity for ASA members from other states to
plan a trip to California. With advance notice and a firm
head-count, we could attempt to arrange loaner horses
for some of you to ride with us in the show.
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Top: The hacking crop--longer but more slender, with
“flap” end like a modern crop. Bottom: The heavier ladies’ hunting whip with larger hook, with braided thong
attached.. Photo by author.

The Ins and Outs of
Whips

L to R: Karol Kafka, Peter Mikkelsen, Diane Arana, Sarah Thompson and Lillian Chaudhary enjoy tea at the Tal-y-Tara Polo and Tea
Shoppe. Photo submitted.

We received invitations for CA_Aside to put on a sidesaddle demo at an event later this fall, and for members
to “cap with the Radnor Hunt,” should we have an opportunity to get to Pennsylvania!

by Rhonda Watts-Hettinger
Riding whips of various sorts are the first example usually given as an example of “artificial aids.” For the
sidesaddle rider, well, we might argue that it’s not so
artificial… Some of us refer to it as “our other leg!”

Aside from this one event, life here in California is
probably very similar to what many of you are experiencing elsewhere across the country. Those of us who
still have jobs are working hard to hang onto them. As a
result of the economy, a number of us are changing careers or exploring creative “non-job” ways of generating income. Some members are also dealing with added
family responsibilities and/or personal health concerns.
So we’ve hunkered down for the most part, focusing on
the most pressing issues that are close at hand. It has
not been an opportune time for involvement in extra
activities, especially those that involve gas and transportation across long distances.

Although it’s not uncommon for the aside rider to train
her horse to answer to weight aids, having a whip of
some sort to replace the right leg aids is indeed a comforting possibility. The right whip will make those aids
inconspicuous and easy, while the wrong sort can tire
the rider’s hand or annoy the horse. Furthermore, each
discipline has its own customs (as well as rules, which
must be observed by all) as to what type of whip may
be used in that division.
Let’s start by checking each discipline to see what’s
normally used.

Although our CA_Aside events have been limited, a
number of us maintain a special connection with members at both the regional and national level. Through
comments on the online boards, we have a sense of
what is going on with many of you. We stay in touch
via personal e-mails and occasional phone calls. Even
though sidesaddle-related interests initially brought us
together, many of us have discovered other shared interests and experiences that have strengthened the informal support network that we refer to as our “sidesaddle sisterhood.”

Western seat: Astride western show riders rarely, if
ever, carry a whip of any sort, although it’s difficult
to locate rules which actually forbid carrying a whip
or crop. However, the fact that the romal (the “quirt”
on the end of closed reins) may not be used to hit the
horse, on penalty of elimination, certainly is indicative
that most judges would frown on a western rider carrying a whip.
If the western aside rider wishes to carry a whip, it’s
probably best to ask ahead of time whether this is al-

Ride on, sisters!
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lowed for the astride rider. If it’s allowed for astride,
then it’s certainly fair for the sidesaddle rider to carry
one, too. (If possible, get this ruling or permission in
writing, just in case it is later questioned!) The whip
to be used should be fairly inconspicuous—possibly
a plain black or brown crop or dressage whip. Gymkhana riders, of course, are often specifically permitted
to use some sort of whip or bat, although there may be
limitations as to length or how it is used. A rawhide
quirt would be suitable, but may not be long enough to
be effective.

mum length is 43.3”. Cross-country and stadium jumping allow a standard crop or whip, which may not be
weighted at the end, and must be no longer than 30”.

Now, on to more specifics about each type of whip
mentioned above:
Riding Crops or Bats: Astride hunt seat riders generally carry some sort of crop—a short- to mediumlength (maximum length is 30”), somewhat flexible
whip with a “popper” or flap at the tip. Hunter riders
tend to carry rather conservative, black or brown crops,
while jumper riders often prefer a longer (although still
If you are unlucky enough to be told that whips of any within the 30” limit), often brighter-colored bat. Young
sort are not permitted, then you simply have a bit of children at lower levels frequently enjoy bright colored,
schooling to do. While working your horse, teach him even sparkly crops!
to respond to seat and weight aids (use those first, followed by the appropriate whip aid replacing the right For the sidesaddle rider, a crop can be a reasonable
leg). It’s not all that hard!
choice. For one thing, North American hunter judges
don’t tend to like dressage whips (and in certain cases,
Saddle seat: Saddle seat riders normally carry a “gait- the length of a dressage whip could be considered exed” whip, which looks like a slightly shorter, lighter cessive in a hunter class). A crop will be what “everyversion of a dressage whip—almost always black, with one else” is carrying, so doing the same would be one
the handle either black or white (and occasionally with more way to indicate that there’s not that much differa decorative top to the handle).
ence. The right crop will allow you to give your aids
distinctly and accurately.
Hunt seat: Astride riders customarily carry some sort
of crop or bat, so certainly there’s no problem with the When you choose your crop, be sure you select one that
aside rider doing so. A cane, although more common in balances well in the hand; if it’s heavy on the end, your
the UK than in North America, should cause little com- hand and wrist will be likely to tire. If the grip end has
ment. A dressage whip would not be permissible (since a knob or mushroom-shaped top, it will be less likely to
rules limit length to 30”). A hunting whip may only slide through your hand—otherwise, you could force a
be carried for “appointments” classes (a class in which martingale ring onto the end to do the same job, or else
astride riders dress formally, such as an evening class, wrap some elastics around the handle to make your grip
would be one example)—but there are exceptions, such more secure. Be sure the crop or bat you’ve chosen is
as in a trail class when you might use the hunt whip within any limits for length.
to open and close the gate, which is what it’s meant
for! When actually hunting, of course, a hunting whip Show Canes: Sidesaddle riders in the UK, along with
is strongly suggested—although non-staff riders should many other show riders, carry a cane—a rather stiff
not crack it, the thong can be dangled to discourage a “stick” which serves the aside rider very well for giving
hound from getting too near your horse.
right leg aids. Canes may be of wood, bamboo, or other
material, and are often leather-covered; metal tips are
Dressage: USEF has been asked in the past, and it’s sometimes added to prevent wear, while a mushroom
official—only a dressage whip (no longer than 47.2”, cap on one end helps keep it from sliding through the
including lash) may be carried. However, if you find a hand. They are available in quite a variety of lengths
standard dressage whip is too springy, you can create a (in the UK, not always in North America), from very
look-alike with a bit more stiffness. Get a driving whip, short (usually for small children in leading rein classes)
shorten it from the tip, and finish the tip off neatly.
to 39” or more; bear in mind that if you use a cane in
a hunter class in the U.S., the length limit is still 30”.
Eventing: The dressage phase uses the same rules as Since canes must be imported, cost tends to be quite a
for dressage, above, with the exception that the maxi- bit higher in the U.S., and selection will be more lim-
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ited in both length and style—so if you happen to be
visiting the UK, do your shopping there!

with thread, braiding in a new lash, or adding a very
small leather flap)—a raw “chopped-off” job will look,
and is, shoddy. Another way to shorten a dressage whip
If you’re on a budget, making a cane is not difficult:
is to pry off the mushroom cap (usually fastened into
the shaft by what looks like a giant thumb-tack), short• Go to your local home improvement store and buy en the handle end, and replace the cap.
a ½” diameter dowel. Test it for length and cut it to
whatever works best for you. Round off the ends, sand If you find that a standard dressage whip is too flexithe whole thing, and finish it with your choice of stain, ble—causing some horses to resent or be upset by the
varnish, or other wood finish.
possible slight “sting”—you’ll be forced to make your
• A length of good bamboo or malacca is also quite own custom whip. A driving whip is the usual starting
appropriate, finished similarly. Bamboo show canes item, made the same way as a dressage whip. Simply
are less commonly seen nowadays for some reason, but cut off the tip to the required length—what is left will
they tend to be a bit lighter in the hand—a real advan- be thicker and less flexible—and finish the cut tip as
tage.
described above, by wrapping, adding a tiny lash, or
• An attractive rustic cane can be made from a straight adding a small leather flap).
piece of a sapling. The bark may be peeled or left on.
Sand down any remaining branch stubs, round the ends, Gaited Whips: This looks like a small dressage whip,
and apply a finish. (If you want a cane for schooling, and is normally what is carried by saddle seat riders. If
this, or a dowel, are your best choices for economy!)
a gaited whip works for you, this is the choice to make,
since you want to copy the astride riders as much as possible. By all means use either a standard gaited whip, or
something similar but perhaps a bit sturdier (capable of
a more definite aid). If you find that the typical gaited
whip is too light or too short to replace your right leg
aids effectively, then you could try a similar dressage
whip, or cut down a driving whip, as described above.
It’s possible that the typical gaited whip descended
from the “twig” whips described below.
Top to Bottom: Leather dressage whip, shortened from the handle
end to regulation size for dressage classes; note mushroom cap.
34” leather cane, too long for hunter classes in US.
32” leather cane, also too long for hunter classes.
Conservative brown leather crop, suitable for hunters.
“Jockey” style bat with perfect balance, well-suited to jumpers;
note padded end.
Older-style “feathered” bat; note rubber martingale stop at top to
prevent sliding through the hand.
(All three crops/bats are under the legal 30” length for hunter/
jumper classes, suitable for either flat classes or fences.)
Photo by author

Hunting Whips: Remember that a hunting whip has
a fairly restricted use—for the hunting field, for formal
appointments classes, and possibly at such times that
the hook end is useful for dealing with gates (perhaps
a trail class). A hunting whip should not be carried for
showing (except as mentioned), and is never appropriate for anyone not riding hunt seat.

Choose a “stock” (the stiff part) of a weight that you can
Dressage Whips: These are not unusual in the UK for carry without your hand and/or arm becoming tired. A
showing, and do sometimes work better for a horse who lady’s whip is often smaller diameter and lighter, for
tends to be a little less generous to the aids. A standard that reason. The braided leather thong should be no
dressage whip that suits you as to length and weight longer than necessary; if it drags on the ground, you
can be chosen. A mushroom cap is often a good option, should replace it with a shorter one. A lash or “cracker”
since it keeps the whip from sliding through the hand. should be at the tip of the thong.
If you have found the perfect whip, but it’s over the allowed length, you may be able to shorten it. The most
obvious way is to cut off the tip, but remember to finish
the end off neatly in some way (either by wrapping it

Hacking crops were common at one time, and are
sometimes confused with hunting whips because of
the stag-horn hook at the end. When compared with
a hunting whip, however, a hacking crop will have a
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longer, lighter-weight stock, and a daintier hook. The
tip will not have the slotted “ears” found on a hunting
whip, but will have a leather loop more like a modern
riding crop (sometimes hacking crops are found with a
thong attached to this loop in some way—someone has
done so in error!)

2008 Award Winners

Quirts: These consist of a rather short handle, usually with a wrist loop, with one or more flexible leather
straps attached to the tip. They are usually considered
“western” or Spanish, but examples do exist from other
historical contexts. It would be somewhat unusual (to
say the least) for an astride rider to use such a quirt,
but for historical costume this could be an excellent
choice.
Twig whips are almost entirely a period item. As the
name suggests, they were quite lightweight, not for
much actual use—period artwork often shows ladies
on horseback waving about their elegant little whips in
artless fashion, with no apparent connection to horsemanship. “Twigs” customarily had intricate handles,
carved from ivory, stone, and a variety of metals: animal heads (dogs in particular) were a common decorative motif; the shaft of the whip was usually braided
thread or leather over a stiff core (often whalebone or
rawhide). Ladies’ magazines of the mid-19th century
sometimes had directions for making an elegant braided or crocheted wrist loop for one’s whip. (The man’s
version of this type of whip was referred to as a cutting
whip.)

Above: A variety of twig
whips.
Left:
Detail of unique
carved handles on the twig
whips.
Photos by author, Rhonda
Watts-Hettinger

Awards Chairperson, Maggie Herlensky presents a handcut wood picture at the ASA Awards Banquet in Lexington,
KY on September 26, 2009. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and
used with permission.

1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10

Overall Points
Katey Lunden			
Elsa Lunden			
Stephanie Hutcherson		
Sue Duncan			
Mary Jo Starkey			
Sue Henkel			
Candy Carlson			
Linda Bowlby			
Cheryl Calentine			
Karol Kafka			
Judi Houghtaling		
Val Ramsey			

1
2
3
3
4

Junior Overall
Tessa Lunden 			
23
Victoria Henkel			
12
Hannah Perkins		
2 tie
Becca Woods			
2 tie
Danielle Texler		
1

1
2

Street Cruiser
Mary Jo Wisecup		
Sue Henkel			

1
2
2
2

Junior Street Cruiser
Victoria Henkel		
7
Tessa Lunden			
2 tie
Hannah Perkins		
2 tie
Becca Woods			
2 tie

11

23
20
15
13 tie
13 tie
12
11
10
8
7
6 tie
6 tie
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1
2

Show Off
Sue Duncan			
Cheryl Calentine			

1
2

Exhibitionist
Katey Lunden			
Elsa Lunden			

9
4
21
19

Junior Exhibitionist
1 Tessa Lunden			
21
2 Victoria Henkel			
5
1
2

ganized. The particular event I am nominating her for
is the 2008 Kentucky Derby Pegasus Parade. Shirley
opted not to ride in this parade, instead coming to help
with whatever was needed. She immediately took charge
of organizing safety walkers and banner carriers, also
helping with getting horses and riders ready, holding
horses, helping ladies get on their horses, and generally doing whatever needed done. We won’t even go into
all that she does to coordinate Sidesaddle Weekend and
the Central Kentucky Riding for Hope program.

Trail Mileage
Cheryl Calentine		
55 miles (4 events)
Steph Hutcherson		
20 miles (2 events)

Mileage Awards
1
2

Route 66 Award (greatest miles one way)
Karol Kafka			
2,513
Jenn Williams			
1,054

1
2

The Sanity Clause Award (total miles)
Karol Kafka			
2,702
Katey Lunden			
2,203

Nominated Awards

Rhonda Watts-Hettinger presents Katey Lunden with the Bottoms Up Award. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used with
permission.

Bottoms Up
Katey Lunden
2008 was a busy year for the ladies of MOSSY, performing in demonstrations and parades all over the upper Midwest, including two back-to-back equine expos
weekends. Katey must have been getting tired. During
one demo Katey, in her lovely habit, on her lovely white
horse, neglected to take her foot out of her stirrup before dismounting and most elegantly, I’m sure, decided
to inspect the arena footing more closely.
Velcro Award
Maggie Herlensky

Shirley Gentry (center) receives the Helping Hands Award from
Maggie Herlensky (left) and Katey Lunden (right). Photo by
Steve Hutcherson and used with permission.

Maggie’s young horse, Bud, was going to be performing
in his very first Sidesaddle Weekend Parade of Breeds
in 2008. He had been a stellar parade horse all year,
including the 2007 fall parade series of an event nearHelping Hands
ly every weekend for almost three months. He started
Shirley Gentry
out the first show doing very well in front of the crowd,
walking and trotting around the arena with Maggie in
Shirley Gentry is the one person I always want to have her queen costume. When entering the arena for the fi“on the ground” for any event. She is always willing to nale, however, Bud decided that he just had to show
step up and take charge of whatever aspect needs or- what a secure seat the sidesaddle provides by bucking
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Hundred Oaks Award
all the way across the arena, finally sliding to a stop at
Steph Hutcherson
the rail, nearly slamming into poor Stephanie Hutcherson and Romeo. Mary Rivers would have been proud.
Maggie straightened her tiara, smiled, and waved to Steph and her gelding Touche Roman, better known as
Romeo have been busy promoting sidesaddle since the
the crowd.
formation of Georgia Ladies Aside. Last fall, Steph had
the opportunity to appear on a local radio show about
Court Jester
horses and riding. During her interview, she talked
Sammy Terry and Mister
about sidesaddle riding, helping to dispel myths and
Sammy and Mister are a pair often seen in parades and answer questions about riding aside. The interview was
events around the tri-state. They are nominated for this recorded and a copy submitted for posterity.
award for an event that occurred during the 2008 KenWet Blanket
tucky Derby Pegasus Parade. The theme of the parade
Cheryl Calentine
was “A World of Possibilities”. SOLA chose to interpret the theme by wearing costumes form around the
world. Sammy, of course, chose to represent her native This award is for simply spending hours riding aside.
England in a beautiful blue velvet Victorian habit. As Cheryl submitted her diary of hours ridden.
Sammy and Mister went down the street, Mister felt the
urge to answer the call of nature as horses sometimes
Busy Bees
do. Now, I was riding in the next to last row. Sammy and
(events with 5 or more members )
Mister were in the front of the unit. I passed Mister and
he was still “going” strong, leaving Lake Louisville in
SOLA 18 events
the middle of Broadway and causing a ruckus amongst
GALA 8 events
the children in the crowd.
MoSSY 6
Ca_Aside 4 events
The Rookie Award
SEA 1
Cheryl Calentine and *AHT Romantico
Cheryl Calentine and her Peruvian gelding *AHT Romantico worked very hard to earn this award. Cheryl
had nearly given up riding due to pain when riding
astride. She discovered the sidesaddle and she and
“Pony” haven’t slowed down since, riding in a variety of show classes as well as pleasure riding and even
competing in competetive trail rides.

This award is presented to the club with the most events
having at least 5 members present. SOLA participated
in 18 events in 2008. GALA was second with 8 events,
MoSSy was third with 6 events, CaAside attended 4
events, and SEA had 1 event.
Forms for the Nominated Awards as well as point forms
are located in the files section of the ASA Members
Network Yahoo group.

Stephanie Hutcherson (center) accepted the Hundred Oaks
Award from Maggie Herlensky (left) and Katey Lunden (right)
Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used with permission.

ASA’s first awards banquet held at DeSha’s Restaurant in Lexington, KY. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used with permission.
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Banquet Candids
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Candy Carlson made her laptop available for those attending
the ASA Banquet via Skype. Photo by Rhonda Watts-Hettinger
and used with permission.

Katey Lunden shows off her winning costume. Photo by Steve
Hutcherson and used with permission.

Banquet Goes Virtual
Candy Carlson made attending the ASA Banquet possible for long-distance members using the software
program Skype and her laptop computer. Those that
could not attend the banquet physically were invited to
log on to see the live action of the awards presentation
via a Skype conference call.
Although the webcam did not work for the conference
call, individuals were called one at a time through Skype
so that they could see the awards they won. Members
from Canada, California, and Ohio took advantage of
attending the banquet online.

Costume Contest
Judges had a tough time picking a winner from the
dozen or so contestants in the costume contest held at
the ASA Banquet. Diners dressed in their favorite costumes, showing a variety of attire from western wear to
Renaissance attire. Some couples complemented each
other in matching costumes.
Katey Lunden from Annandale, MN came out the victor with her “Belle of the West” attire. Katey made her
own outfit which featured a bustle and feathered hat.
Stephanie Hutcherson’s Appaloosa gelding, Romeo enjoys
kisses from a young
spectator after a Sidesaddle Weekend performance at the Kentucky Horse Park.
Full story begins on
page 25. Photo by
Steve
Hutcherson
and used with permission.

Mary Jo Starkey (right) accepts her award from Maggie Herlensky. Photo by Rhonda Watts-Hettinger and used with permission.
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Side Saddle for Dandy
• Author: Nancy Faulkner (illustr. Marguerite de Angeli)
• Publisher: Doubleday & Co., New York, 1954
• ISBN: (none)
• Price: $20 to $150+
• Availability: used book shops, eBay, etc.

Cantle Corral

Fourteen-year-old Dandy Clarke is the only girl in a
large family of boys, and since her mother had died
when Dandy was only seven, she’s grown up more boy
than girl. Her father’s Long Meadow is still near the
frontier of Virginia’s Augusta County in 1762, so she
has learned shooting, tracking, and riding astride instead of the more ladylike skills Dandy’s horrified Aunt
Cordelia insists she begin to learn—immediately!

In each issue of The Phoenix, we will print one or more
book reviews. These may be about sidesaddle-specific
books; books with historical or biographical information of interest to sidesaddle riders; or general horse
books of interest to all riders.

There is relatively little on actual sidesaddle, but
learning to ride sidesaddle becomes representative of
the huge changes in Dandy’s life that summer—new
clothes, new skills (some of which she is surprised to
find she enjoys), new responsibilities as mistress of her
While there will always be one or more reviews by one father’s house… And that last category finds Dandy,
of our regular contributors, we welcome reviews by all and all who know her, realizing that the frontier skills
ASA members. If possible, please give us the following of her tomboy childhood are as necessary to protecting
her home as the adult social skills she has come to acinformation for our readers:
cept.
• Full title, author, publisher (address and date).
• If a modern book, the ISBN will help readers locate
it!
• General content of book (could be synopsis, some
chapter headings, short plot if narrative).
• Your opinions, positive and negative, and reasons.
• If you know the price, please pass it along. If you
know of any good sources for purchasing the book, also
good to share. Submissions may be subject to editing as
necessary.
FICTION FOR READING ON LONGER EVENINGS
This issue’s reviews are less about actually learning
sidesaddle, and more about enjoying it in a fictional
context. Side Saddle for Dandy has pleased young
adult readers for 50 years; Barbara Cartland has been a
favorite with many for just as long. Curl up with a good
book as the evenings grow longer!

Faulkner has done a good job in bringing pre-Revolutionary Virginia alive, despite a few minor historical
gaffes (such as Aunt Cordelia playing a Mozart minuet
when that composer was but 6 years old!) The characters are reasonably dimensional, and the problem of
forcibly learning necessary skills in a short time is vividly portrayed.

The Pretty Horse-Breakers
• Author: Barbara Cartland
• Publisher: Pyramid Books, 1971
• ISBN: 0-515-03789-3
• Price: $1-$4 (sometimes as little as $0.01!)
• Availability: Many on-line booksellers
Candida Walcott is forced to sell her beloved (and beautiful) horse when her father’s death leaves her alone and
penniless. The buyer, proprietor of a fashionable Lon-
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don riding school and stable, makes her a remarkable
offer: to come with him to London, school and show
off his horses, and he will see Candida provided with
room, board, and appropriate clothing. What innocent
Candida does not know is that she is being prepared as
a member of the demi-monde, one of the pretty horsebreakers who discreetly displayed their wares on the
bridle-paths of Hyde Park. Soon enough, Candida and
her horse have a buyer, a cynical heart-breaker. From
there, Candida finds her heart, as well as her unknown
family.

To date, I have competed in two A-Rated Arabian shows
on my Half Arabian Pinto, Sams Dream Girl. Once in
May in Frankfort, KY—my first-ever competition—
and once in July in Springfield, OH. Our next Arabian
show is in September in Columbus, OH. I am hoping
to also compete sidesaddle on my husband’s purebred
Arabian, Full Of Pazazz, in the future.
On August 22nd I participated in my first-ever Hunter
Pace at Taft Reserve in Licking County, OH. I did the
pace sidesaddle in the “slow division.” And I am looking forward to the Delaware All Horse Parade on September 13th riding my Standardbred, No Homework,
aka “Venus.” Venus and I participated sidesaddle in
the Standardbred breed demo at Equine Affaire this
year with the help of Maggie Herlensky and had a great
time. I rode Venus in the Kentucky Derby Hurricane (I
mean “Parade”) along with Dale on his horse, Celine.

I’m not normally a great fan of Barbara Cartland, but
I enjoyed this book, whose characters were in general
a bit better fleshed out and believable than in most of
the author’s other books. In particular, it was interesting to note Cartland’s references to the not-uncommon
tendency for some of the “pretty horse-breakers” to
quite cruelly dominate their horses with whip and spur,
a practice noted by Anthony Trollope.
Venus and I will exhibit sidesaddle in another breed
demo at the Kentucky Horse Park on October 17th &
Photo and reviews by Rhonda Watts-Hettinger
18th along with other club members of the Standardbred Pleasure Horse Organization of Ohio.

The attached picture is of me showing my husband’s
American Saddlebred gelding, Windstorm’s Bourbon
Chaser, “Toby,” at the Crawford County fairgrounds in
Bucyrus, Ohio, at one of the COOSHA shows (Central
Ohio Open Show Horse Association). He is my favorite to ride and show sidesaddle.

.

Becky Pitcock showing Dale Pitcock’s American Saddlebred
gelding, Windstorm’s Bourbon Chaser, “Toby.” Photo submitted.

Becky Pitcock Goes Aside
I have had so much fun learning to ride sidesaddle and
have learned a lot about the history……..and about
saddle fit! Thank you to everyone who has helped me
from ASA and SOLA.

Rhonda Watts-Hettinger marches in the Lyndeborough, N.H.,
Memorial Day parade (yes, it rained buckets--but as someone
once put it, “They fought and died in the rain--the least we can
do is march in the rain!”) Photo by Lori Fredette and used with
permission.
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horse, Isaac was born as well as little Cricket, and said
she was going to keep going to shows until she had seen
little Cricket start out over fences. (She did, too--and
God bless the show committee who heard about it and
saved her and Rhonda’s dad a ringside parking place
so they could watch!) She richly deserved being twice
awarded the Sidesaddle Mother of the Year, as well as
the Spirit Award.

Rhonda Watts-Hettinger stands behind her parents, Vernal and
Earl Watts at her wedding. Christian Hettinger and Rhonda’s
horse, Cricket stand with her. Photo submitted.

She touched many throughout the sidesaddle community--not just at shows, but also at many years of meetings and banquets. There wasn’t a sidesaddle raffle
for at least 20 years for which she didn’t provide many
items for that fund-raiser. It was also at her instigation
that horses were finally included in the Sidesaddle Hall
of Fame; she funded the plaques for the first year, so.
(Any of you whose horses got them that year, think of
her whenever you look at your horse’s plaque.)

Mrs. Watts went with to three Inaugural Parades, one of
which was the infamously cold Reagan Inauguration--if
it hadn’t been for her electric kettle, many would have
been thumping the ice out of buckets still! (Remember
when one of the Mountain Men picked her up, whirled
Sidesaddle has lost one of its great supporters, Vernal her around, and gave her a smacking kiss before setting
Watts, the mother of Rhonda Watts-Hettinger. She her down?) There was also the Bicentennial Presidenpassed away just after midnight on July 31, 2009, aged tial Procession in NYC, as well as the 1990 Derby Parade, when she videotaped so many of us.
93 and 7 months.

Vernal Watts

Vernal Watts had been at an assisted living facility/nursing home for the past four years, the first year with her
husband Earl (who died in 2006). Cricket was brought
to perform for everyone each summer (and will continue to do so!) and everyone there loved all of her
many photos of Isaac, Cricket, and the others on her
wall. When ASA began, Mrs. Watts joined CA_Aside
to support the growth of sidesaddle. As her health deteriorated and pain medications hampered her once-razor
sharp mind, she often wished she could go home, so
arrangements to do so were made six weeks before her
death. Christian and Rhonda Hettinger, with hospice
help, took care of her, and knowing she was back home
finally made it possible for her to “let go.” She was
Rhonda’s mother went to virtually all of her horse buried with her parents and sisters (all of whom she
shows until the mid-1990’s--from the local 4-H shows outlived by 70 years) and with her husband.
to A-rated AHSA, throughout New England, New York,
New Jersey. She held horses, brought the food, made In lieu of flowers, donations can be sent to ASA with
sure Rhonda ate and drank enough, helped with tack the “Memorial Endowment” notation... Vernal Watts’
changes--and not just with Rhonda, but with friends imminent passing has resulted in Rhonda and Christian
who competed as well. She was there when Rhonda’s asking that an ASA memorial endowment be started,
As far as is known, her only ride on a sidesaddle was at
the age of three--she was featured in the caption contest
in the Phoenix earlier this year--but has over the past 40
years been an active supporter of riding aside. Vernal
and Earl Watts began their daughter’s career by providing the first of two sidesaddles, a little cow-horn saddle
with which Rhonda experimented the first couple of
years. The second was a Crump, still Rhonda’s ideal
jumping saddle. Rhonda’s first sidesaddle costume
was Mrs. Watts’ own mother’s wedding dress, but once
Rhonda was hooked Mrs. Watts made several of her
habits, aprons, and goodness knows how many hunting
ties--Rhonda is well supplied still!
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which can memorialize anyone in the sidesaddle com- Since corsets bind instead of lifting and separating, the
munity. A web page has been set up for this purpose basic lines of a corset pattern are fairly straight with just
and contributions can be made to treasurer@american- a few gentle curves. (see image below)
sidesaddleassociation.org or sent to: Sarah Thompson;
60 Pleasant Street, San Francisco, CA 94108.

Making a Duct Tape
Pattern for a Corset
(part two)
Photos and Article by
Mel Hansen-Holloway, EdD
In the Spring 2009 issue of this publication, I offered
step-by-step instructions on how to make a duct-tape
pattern for a corset. The final paragraphs of that article included a drawing of cutting lines for the pattern.
Upon further conversation with interested parties, it
became apparent to me that my instructions for turning the duct-tape shell into a working pattern were not
as easy to follow as I thought they were. So, in this
installment, I will offer greater detail in the transition
of the duct-tape shell into a usable sewing pattern for
making a corset.
At the conclusion of our last article, the duct-tape shell
was cut off of the model’s body with the basic outline of
the eventual corset present in a permanent marker. (Image) Also marked were the location of the front center
line, the back center line, the center of the sides and the
point of the breasts. At this point the decision needs to
be made as to whether this will be a bustier or a corset.
Since the title of this series names a corset, that is what
I’m going to show you how to make.
A corset is designed to support and bind. A well made,
good-fitting corset will not only keep the girls in place,
it will also provide support for your core and your back.
The corset should allow you to breathe, though your
movement will be somewhat limited. Good posture is
not an option in a corset; you will not be able to slouch.
If this describes the feeling you had just before your
duct-tape shell was cut off of you, then you have the
beginnings of a good pattern.

The number of pieces in your pattern will depend upon
several things, including your bust size, your physical
size, and how much support you need. The support offered by a corset is based upon the number of stays in
the corset. Stays are the pieces of boning used to provide the vertical support of your corset. If you are a
big-chested or a heavyset woman, you will need more
stays than if you are smaller chested or weigh less. For
me, the general rule of thumb is that every stay should
be no more than 1.5-3 inches apart, depending upon the
amount of support wanted. The more support you need,
the less space you should have between stays. Since
stays are usually placed over the seams of the corset,
the pattern pieces should be fairly small. (That said,
I do know some corset manufactures who use larger
pattern pieces and place the stays in the middle of the
pattern pieces. This procedure requires backing these
stays with extra fabric as there is not any extra fabric
present where there are no seam lines.)
For the purposes of this example, the corset pattern will
be divided into a total of twelve pieces, three pieces
for each quarter of the body. The final corset pattern
will have a right front, middle, and side; a right back,
middle, and side; a left front, middle, and side; and a
left back, middle, and side. (See image above.)
To make the cut lines for this pattern, I used the existing front center and back center line, and the side center lines. The front middle piece was located using the
breast center line (i.e., where the nipple is located) for
one side and the front side of the underarm for the other side. These two lines divide the front two quarters
into fairly even thirds. On the back, the middle dividing
lines were based upon the back side of the underarm,
and the bottom of the shoulder blade point. It is easi-
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est to find these points while the duct-tape shell is on tape pattern to a more suitable pattern-making material.
the model, but lacking that option, using a mannequin My personal favorite pattern-making material is an old
works well.
thin sheet. Lay the duct-tape pattern pieces on the sheet
and use a permanent marker to transfer the duct-tape
pattern outlines onto the sheet. This process serves
two purposes. First, the transfer process allows us to
smooth out some of the rougher edges of the duct-tape
pattern. Second, when we transfer the pattern, we can
more easily mark the pattern pieces with some of the
traditional pattern nomenclature, including the number of each pattern piece needed, the direction of the
nape of the fabric, seam allowances and for those who
need them, arrows and notches to help align the pieces.
Make sure that you clearly mark each pattern piece so
that you know what it is and where it goes. Because the
duct-tape pattern is exactly the size of the finished garDuct tape shell showing markings as needed.
ment, you will need to allow ½-inch seam allowances
Note Up and the label for each piece.
for each pattern piece. You can add the allowances either when you transfer the pattern to the sheet or when
Once you have the basic pattern pieces marked on the you cut out your fabric. I always double check the
duct-tape shell, you need to remember to clearly mark finished pattern to my duct-tape template to make sure
which direction is up and the name of the location of that I have not mismarked or mismeasured anything
each individual piece. Once you cut the shell apart, in the transfer. If you are making your corset with a
it can be very difficult to tell the different pieces apart solid back, please add one more piece to your pattern.
from one another. When marking the UP direction, I You will need to add a rectangle that is the same height
usually make an arrow pointing up with a fairly long as the center back line and is at least ten inches wide.
tail. I have found that this arrow make a great guide Please note: the example use for this article does NOT
for later aligning the nap of the fabric. Once you have include the solid back pattern piece.
marked all of your pattern pieces, you are ready to cut
the duct-tape pattern and separate the pieces. Any left- Once you are satisfied with your transfer process, you
over fabric from the duct-taped shirt should be thrown are now ready to cut out your new pattern pieces. After
away.
you have cut them out, align them next to each other to
verify the fit and alignment of the pattern pieces. If you
are happy with what you see, you can now use your
new pattern to cut out your corset from your fabric.
For your corset, you will need three layers of fabric.
You will need a lining, sew-in interfacing or light
weight fabric, and the outer shell fabric. If you want
the corset to do its job, either the lining or the outer
shell need to be fairly sturdy, mid-to heavy-weight fabric. You can use lighter weight fabrics, but the resulting
garment will not hold up to the abuse of being laced
Duct tape shell after the excess material was cut off before the
and tightened. Cotton, cotton blends, silk, and rayon
individual pieces were cut up.
all make really nice corsets as they breathe. Polyesters, though they launder well, do not breathe, and can
quickly become uncomfortable. The example for this
You will find that the duct-tape pattern is fairly stiff and article uses a polyester/rayon light-weight taffeta for
does not lie very neatly. It is also impossible to pin the outer shell, a mid-weight cotton blend for the lining
to your fabric. Therefore, I usually transfer the duct- and a 230 thread count poly/cotton sheet for the inter-
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facing. These fabrics will launder well, not shrink, and
make a beautiful corset when finished. The plan for this
corset is for it to be a functional as well as decorative
outer garment. That is, people will see it. The last picture shows all three layers of fabric cut out with some
of the pattern pieces. Since I did not allow for a seam
allowance in the actual pattern piece, I added the seam
allowance when I cut the fabric.

to beat in the Down And Back class on Ransom the
Clydesdale. No one seemed to have a problem beating
it, either! Maggie says the time was somewhere in the
5 minute range...

Corset pattern pieces that have been transferred onto the
sheet, and all three layers of the fabric cut for the corset.

Candy Carlson, Tiffanie Ferrell, and Sammy Terry demonstrate
how to ride aside at the Ohio Polo Classic. Photo by Linda
Bowlby for the ASA Phoenix.

We are now ready to sew up the pattern pieces. For the
next article in this series, I will list the materials and notions needed and explain the next step in the construction process. If you have any questions, or you need
clarification, feel free to send me an email at sideseat@
yahoo.com.

On August 22nd, Tiffanie Ferrell, Candy Carlson, Sammy Terry, and Maggie Herlensky braved the rain to perform in the parade of breeds at the Ohio Polo Classic.
Tiffanie wore dressage attire, Candy showed off her new
western outfit and recently purchased Steele sidesaddle,
Maggie was in her saddle seat habit, and Sammy wore
the SOLA Inaugural costume. At the halftime of the polo
match, they were joined by Linda Bowlby, Sue, Vicky,
and Becky Henkel, and Yvonne Hastings for the ladies
hat contest. The Polo Classic organizers had asked that
SOLA members dress in costume for the contest. No
problem! There were several period costumes, two different western habits, and a Japanese outfit. Candy won
“Best Horsey” hat, and little Becky Henkel won “Most
Original” in the youth division. SOLA has been invited
back for next year!

The Ladies of
SOLA had a
Busy Summer
by Maggie Herlensky
Candy Carlson, Danielle Briese,Hannah Perkins, Tiffanie Ferrell, Maggie Herlensky, Becky Pitcock and
husband, Dale participated in the Standardbred Pleasure Horse Organization horse shows in June and August. Candy is worried she’ll be banned from the costume classes since she won both! Maggie set the time

Labor Day Weekend was the annual International Sunflower Festival in the tiny hamlet of Frankfort, Ohio.
Candy Carlson, Sammy Terry, Sue and Vicky Henkel,
Mary Jo Starkey, and Maggie Herlensky were dressed to
the nines in a variety of habits for the Saturday parade.
One new member was recruited, Leah Centraccio of
Frankfort. Leah rides an arabian mare she bought from
Maggie many years ago that is sister to Katey Lunden’s
horse, Foxy. Many thanks to Gerald Starkey, MJ’s
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SOLA at the International sunflower Festival in Frankfort,
Ohio. Photo by Gerald Starkey and used with permission.

Upcoming events for SOLA members include Sidesaddle Weekend, September 26th and 27th at the Kentucky Horse Park; the ASA banquet and awards also
on the 26th; a trail ride and campout at Caesar’s Creek
State Park on the weekend of October 10th in conjunction with Ride for a Cure, details to be announced; Fall
Festival of Leaves parade in Bainbridge Ohio on Oct
18th; Halloween Parade in Chillicothe Ohio the 31st;
Veterans Day Parade at the Chillicothe VA, Jingle Bell
parade in Waverly, Christmas parade in Lancaster, Holiday Parade in Pittsburgh PA, and Thanksgiving Parade
with ASA in Chicago. Watch for news of the annual
Christmas Party at the Pritchard home, overnight accommodations available.

hubby, for bringing everyone a delicious fish sandwich
from the festival.

SOLA at the Delaware All Horse Parade in Delaware, OH.
Photo by Rick Henkel and used with permission.
Above: Sue Henkel mans the booth at the Ohio Polo Classic at
Cashman’s Polo Field near Delaware, Ohio. Photo by Linda
Bowlby for the ASA Phoenix.

Sixteen SOLA members rode in four different units
at the Delaware All Horse Parade, though not all rode
aside. The parade is the kickoff for the Delaware County Fair and the Little Brown Jug harness race. Alice
Ault and Melissa Peters rode with their mule unit, Mary
Jo Starkey, Jane and Phil Cartee rode together, Hope
Ingalls rode with her mounted posse and ten members
rode under the SOLA banner. Linda Bowlby carried the
banner for Sue and Vicky Henkel, Deb Bidlack, Ashley
Louth, Yvonne Hastings, Hannah Perkins, Maggie Herlensky, Candy Carlson, and Becky and Dale Pitcock.
The ladies wore SOLA’s Inaugural costume as they
were escorted by Dale, looking dashing on his white
horse and wearing his Civil War officer’s uniform. Dale
even gave a saber salute as the team passed a photographer! As usual, the team didn’t miss a meal, enjoying
potlucks before and after the parade.

Below: SOLA in line for the Delaware All Horse Parade, Delaware, OH. Photo by Rick Henkel and used with permission.
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On July 4th, 2009 GALA members participated in the
Milton Fourth of July Parade. Duffy, Becky and Stephanie were the veteran parade riders. We were thrilled
to have members Melissa and Michelle ride with us.
Both the riders and the horses were parade newbies!
The parade route was very short. Most of the participants were families walking or riding bikes. It was a
by Stephanie Hutcherson
perfect parade for horses and riders who had never participated in a parade. Melissa graciously loaned one of
GALA members competed in the Ultimate Horseman- her mares, Jo, for Michelle to ride. Melissa rode her
ship Challenge in Buckhead, GA on June 28, 2009. Morgan mare, Becky. Both mares were superstars!
The Ultimate Horsemanship Challenge is a horse show Thanks to Jessie Horton and her friend for carrying the
filled with extreme trail riding classes. The classes con- banner. Thanks to Jim and Noel Webb for side walking
tain very challenging obstacles such as the car wash, with us. Thanks to Pace for being our perfect pooperthe teeter-totter, the water box, the bridge, the ball and scooper once again! Thanks to Steve for being GALA’s
many more!
wonderful photographer!

GALA Events

Michelle Allen competed in the In-Hand class and the
Green Horse class astride with her mare, Reina. Stephanie Hutcherson competed Romeo in the In-Hand class,
the Sidesaddle class and the English Rusty Stirrups
astride. We had a lot of fun! We even brought home
a couple of blue ribbons! Members Sandy Ross and
Christina Minyard were there to cheer us on! GALA
is the sponsor of the sidesaddle class at the Ultimate
Horsemanship Challenge.

GALA members participating in the Old Soldier’s Day Parade.
From left to right Pam Hicks, Stephanie Hutcherson, Melissa Starr, and Michelle Allan, banner carrier. Photo by Steve
Hutcherson and used with permission.

On August 1, 2009 GALA members participated in the
Old Soldier’s Day Parade in Alpharetta, GA. This is
a large memorial parade to honor our past and present
military. We were the 84th entry and there were more
entries behind us. This was an exciting parade to say
the least! We were one unit behind a group of civil war
re-enactors who blasted muskets every one hundred
yards throughout the parade! And just four units behind
us were camels! Guns and camels, oh my!

Michelle Allan riding Melissa Starr’s mare, Jo, in the Milton
Fourth of July Parade. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used
with permission.

Melissa Starr, Pam Hicks (All the way from TN!), and
Stephanie Hutcherson rode in historical habit. Michelle
Allen also wore historical habit as she carried the banner for us. Melissa’s horse, Becky was a superstar as
this was only her second parade. Shadow and Romeo,
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the experienced parade horses were very well behaved
also. Thanks to Melissa’s husband for being our safety
walker and her father-in-law for being the pooper-scooper.
Georgia Ladies Aside invite you to a Side Saddle Clinic
with Maggie Herlensky and Stephanie Hutcherson on
October 31, 2009. It will be from 11-6 pm at the lovely
Heaven’s Gate Farm in Monroe, GA. This is a beautiful
farm with a huge covered arena. Sidesaddles will be
provided. Riders and auditors welcome! Deadline for
registration and payment is October 24th.
Please email galadiesaside@aol.com for more information, a flyer and a registration form.
www.georgialadiesaside.com

ASA Pathtag for Sale

Thanks to the generosity of Maggie Herlensky, a pathCheck out GALA on UTube: Go to this link and tag has been produced to promote the American Sidesee the article and photos of GALA at the Old Sol- saddle Association and provide a source of revenue for
dier’s Day Parade.
http://www.youtube.com/ the organization.
watch?v=wQ8qChMUo9w
Pathtags are personal trading items. Used most often
GALA will be riding in the Conyers, GA Christmas Pa- in geocaching, they are also very handy for scouting,
rade on December 5th, 2009.
military and promotional use. The physical pathtag is
used for collecting and trading of tags with others from
all over the world
A pathtag is a single-sided custom metal tag about the
size and weight of a U.S. Quarter. The precise dimension of Pathtags are 23 mm in diameter and 2.0 mm
thick. Pathtags are made from a solid iron base and are
plated in a protective colored plating of either silver,
gold, copper, or black nickel. The ASA tag is goldplated with a diamond-cut edge..
Pathtags are not typically traveling items such as Geocoins or Travel Bugs. They are generally used as personal “signature items” for geocaching or other trade
items. If found, simply log it at www.pathtags.com and
the tag’s profile will display for you to view. Unless the
profile says otherwise, you are welcome to add it into
your permanent collection.

Pam Hicks greets a parade goer in the line-up before the start
of the Old Soldier’s Day Parade, Alpharetta, GA. Photo by
Steve Hutcherson and used with permission.

The ASA pathtag profile provides information about
the organization. The tags can be used as a trading item
or worn as jewelry. The ASA pathtag sells for $5.00 per
tag. You can send payment via PayPal to treasurer@
americansidesaddleassociation.org or mail payment
to ASA c/o Sarah Thompson; 60 Pleasant Street, San
Francisco, CA 94108
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SIDESADDLE
WEEKEND AT THE
KENTUCKY HORSE
PARK, 2009

experience both riders and Park visitors. We all like to
talk about our horses, and this was a great venue for the
riders to be able to do so. The only challenge with this
format was time management. There are just so many
interesting things to share about riding aside!

During our lunch break, we dived into all the goodies people brought for the potluck meal, and checked
out the sidesaddle display items. We had several more
members of the sidesaddle community present this year
to cheer on the riders, primarily due to the American
by Shirley Gentry
Sidesaddle Association (ASA) banquet Saturday night.
Event Organizer
They included newlyweds Mary Jo Starkey and husband Gerald, Ohio; Judi and Jim Daily, New York, and
Kate Mitchell, founder of Kentucky Sidesaddle OrganiOnce again, the ladies of the sidesaddle world did a zation, who has recently moved to Connecticut.
great job representing this riding discipline. Everyone
contributed to the whole, making it a very special event,
One of the sidesaddle stirindeed.
rups on display during
Sidesaddle Weekend at the
Kentucky Horse Park in
Lexington, KY. This stirrup featured a footplate
extention which allowed
the rider to more safely
ride with her foot “home.”
Photo by Rhonda WattsHettinger and used with
permission.

Event Organizer, Shirley Gentry, explains the leg position of
sidesaddle rider, Karen Martz during the rained out session
of Sidesaddle Weekend. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used
with permission.

Sidesaddle Weekend participants are no strangers to
wet weather, and Saturday began with a downpour, the
continuation of a rainy week. After discussion with the
Breeds Barn staff announcer and champion sidesaddle
rider Kelli Mardell, it was decided that the Saturday
morning show would take place in our stabling area in
the Big Barn. Following the Breeds Barn horse presentation—also unmounted—Park visitors were invited to
come to our area. Each rider was able to present her
horse, and tell a bit about some unique aspect of her
riding interests, horse, habit, or tack. Karen Martz got a
leg up from husband Guy, and visitors were able to see
the leg position, which caused some comment. Some of
the horseless sidesaddle visitors were also included in
the “show and tell” show, which was a more intimate

There was plenty to look at in the display areas. Linda Bowlby, Ohio, and Rhonda Watts-Hettinger, New
Hampshire, collaborated to form an impressive display
of antique stirrups, which Candy Carlson, Ohio, helped
mount on a pegboard. Candy also brought her western
Steele saddle and two lovely western habits she made.
Vicky McIntyre brought some of her beautiful Spanish
jackets and hat, along with her western habit and “Lillian” black western saddle. For those of us that have
ridden in it, it was like seeing an old friend. She acquired a Spanish Vaquera sidesaddle, brought in by the
Ohio contingent—very pretty and interesting, with a
fleece covering. Katey Lunden and De from Minnesota
brought a Martin & Martin sale saddle and habit.
Karen Martz brought the oldest display saddle—probably dating from the first half of the 19th century—which
was cleaned for the occasion by Vicky Henkel, Ohio. I
brought an antique catalog saddle, Cross & Cross park
hack saddle (early 1900’s) and Martin & Martin saddle
tree, and Rhonda brought her modern Niedersuis. Mod-
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ern habits and historic-inspired reproduction habits
were on display and worn by the ladies.
Booths included Southern Ohio Ladies Aside (SOLA)
and ASA, manned by Yvonne Hastings, Ohio. Stephanie Hutcherson brought a display with a large group
of photos from Georgia Ladies Aside (GALA) activities and their scrapbook. Donna Huffman, Mary Weeks
and Christy Lenon brought a table for Hoosier Ladies
Aside (HLA) with their scrapbook. Kentucky Sidesaddle (KySS) had a table as well, manned by Alicia Vest,
Kentucky, in period costume, who brought some of her
stained glass pieces. Her beaded brim hat was a hit, and
Alicia excels at finding useful things to do, long skirts
or no. There was a communal bulletin board with advertisements, business cards, and a display table with
literature, photos, etc. as well. Sue Duncan set up her
constantly changing display of sidesaddle photos. A favorite was one of an Appalachian woman riding aside
photographed about 1930—1950, wearing a house
dress and apron. Karen posted several excellent photos
of her horse, Panache, some of which were taken by her
young daughters. There were several unique items for
sale, and many changed hands.

Maggie Herlensky
models the Presidential Inaugural
Parade
uniform
while riding her
Clydesdale
gelding Erastus Luke’s
Daniel. Photo by
Steve Hutcherson
and used with permission.

Maggie Herlensky rode next on her Clydesdale gelding Ransom (Erastus Luke’s Daniel). Maggie wore her
Presidential Inaugural Parade uniform, and her script
addressed the experiences of the SOLA ladies who participated in that event. Maggie brought her usual posse,
including Vicky Henkel and Hannah Perkins, Ohio,
who helped Maggie take care of Ransom and with her
other activities.

The rain stopped in time for the afternoon show, so to
the Parade of Breeds arena we went, carefully avoiding
Kentucky Horse Park construction sites. We watched
four costumed Kentucky Horse Park horses and riders
go, then it was out turn. Stephanie Hutcherson, Atlanta,
Georgia, started things out with her Appaloosa gelding Romeo (Touché Roman). Stephanie was not able to
jump Romeo in Saturday’s performance due to the wet
Sue Duncan rides a period rail saddle on her Racking Horse,
Janie Nite Tracker. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used with
footing, but made up for it, dazzling the crowd with her
permission.
jumping exhibition in Sunday’s performances. Husband
Steve accompanied Stephanie, and is very generous in Sue Duncan and husband Howard, Jamestown, Tennessharing his excellent event photos.
see, were up next, both dressed in 18th century attire.
Howard opted to attend on foot, but Racking Horse
Janie Nite Tracker and Sue gave Park visitors plenty
to look at. Sue rides a completely restored period rail
saddle, complete with fringe, and matching period reproduction breast collar and bridle. She made the clothing she and Howard wore, as well as Janie’s saddle pad,
which has been dyed using natural plant material.

Stephanie Hutcherson demonstrates jumping aside with Touché
Roman. Photo by Steve Hutcherson and used with permission.

Mary Weeks, Indianapolis, Indiana, and Donna Huffman, Carmel, Indiana, rode a drill pattern in Renaissance
costume. Their two bay Arab mares, My Molly Banat
and Lucy (Strawberry Moon), were a well-matched
pair. Molly’s floating trot is always a treat. Park visi-
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tors always like pretty costuming, and theirs added to
the performance. Mary also had her other Arab mare,
WRA Summers Kiss, at the Kentucky Horse Park for
the Arabian Sport Horse Nationals, where she pinned
Top Ten. Mary used Summer in the “meet and greet”
show. Mary was accompanied by her daughter Sabra,
and Christy Lenon helped Donna with Lucy.

There are always several “special moments” at Sidesaddle Weekend. This year I spotted Ron Turcotte and
Charlie Davis at our final performance. They are the
former jockey and exercise rider of Secretariat and Riva
Ridge, and were in nearby Paris, Kentucky, for The
Secretariat Festival, and opted to spend their Sunday
at the Kentucky Horse Park. Ron Turcotte and Charlie
Davis were celebrity judges at the Secretariat Festival
for the $5,000 “Secretariat Look-alike Contest”. Filming of the Secretariat story began filming this week in
Lexington by Disney Motion Pictures, and will be released October 2010.

Above: Donna Huffman (left) and Mary Weeks (right) rode a drill
pattern on their Arabians, Strawberry Moon and My Molly Banat.
Below: Karen Martz performed an extended trot with her Morgan
gelding G’Mystic Hawk. Photos by Steve Hutcherson and used
with permission.

Former jockey Ron Turcotte shares a moment with Karen Martz’s
palomino Morgan gelding Panache (G’ Mystic Hawk) after the final performance of Sidesaddle Weekend. Photo by Guy Martz and
used with permission.

Secretariat and Riva Ridge ran when I was in college,
and they retired to Claiborne Farm in Paris. Needless to say, I followed their careers racing and at stud
closely. When I saw Ron and Charlie, I asked Steve
Hutcherson to take my photo with them, and in typical
groupie fashion, chatted them up. Ron showed interest
in Steve’s deluxe camera, and then asked about Karen.
Closing the show with a lovely ride was Karen Martz, He had seen her ride, and shared that he had owned
Rochester, New York, and her palomino Morgan geld- a special palomino horse as a young man, had owned
ing, Panache (G’Mystic Hawk). Five-year-old Panache Morgans, and enjoyed western riding. Now confined to
is a new horse for Karen, but we have learned that if a wheelchair, he went to the rail, and I asked Karen
she is happy, we will be too! By the final performance to come over and greet him. They had a nice converon Sunday Panache was doing extended trots and even sation, and he was very complimentary about Panache
a little hand gallop in uneven footing, Karen riding the and Karen’s riding skills. My part in all this was mopentire time with her trademark huge smile. Karen’s ping the slobber from Panache’s mouth so he wouldn’t
family came with her. Husband Guy got several good slime Ron (which would not be the first time, I’m sure.)
photos, and daughters Bethany and Julia were obvious- It was apparent he had a nice moment, and enjoyed the
ly accustomed to being helpful to Mom and cheerfully exchange. As I said, just one of those magic Sidesaddle
offered to help with other jobs in the barn.
Weekend moments.
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Event Organizer, Shirley Gentry making sure everything runs
smoothly during Sidesaddle Weekend. Photo by Rhonda Watts
Hettinger and used with permission.

This year the Kentucky Horse Park is under heavy construction as it prepares for the World Equestrian Games
in 2010. The Hall of Champions barn is under construction now, so we shared the Big Barn with the likes of
Champions Cigar, Funny Cide, Da Hoss, Gypsy Supreme, Western Dreamer and Staying Together. Gone,
but not forgotten, was Champion Sprinter Kona Gold,
who had to be euthanized Friday morning following a
paddock accident. The ladies of our group took flowers
and a card signed by all to the Hall of Champions staff,
who expressed their appreciation. Our horses are very
precious to us, and touch many lives, especially those
in the public eye.

Stephanie Hutcherson smiles during her Sidesaddle Weekend
performance even though it threatened rain. Photo by Rhonda
Watts-Hettinger and used with permission.

Above: Karen Martz poses
with her palomino, Panache in the doorway of the
Big Barn
.
Left: Rhonda Watts-Hettinger (left) and Stephanie
Hutcherson (right) model
hunt attire during Sidesaddle Weekend.
Photos by Steve Hutcherson
and used with permission.

Enjoying the food at the Big Barn during Sidesaddle Weekend.
Photo by Rhonda Watts-Hettinger and used with permission.
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President’s Comments

help. If you can make a donation to ASA to help us get
our 501c3 status, please visit http://www.americansidesaddleassociation.org/donate.htm. Mark all gifts “for
501c3 status”. We appreciate any help in achieving this
goal!

Howdy everyone!

Since ASA is volunteer-run, we keep our costs low.
However, we still have expenses associated with the
This is your long-absent American Sidesaddle Assoawards banquet, awards program, instructor certificaciation President checking back in for a while. The
tion and more. And if we would like to advertise and
past year has been a tough one for me personally, and
get the word out about ASA, we’ll have even more exI haven’t been as involved in ASA as I would like. I
penses. So we need to look into fundraising programs.
think this organization stands on the brink of greatness,
At the banquet, we’ll be having a silent auction of items
and I am ready to play my part as we move towards
to help raise money for ASA. If you have new or used
greater awareness of sidesaddle riding and an all-incluitems to donate, please contact Maggie or bring your
sive sisterhood of sidesaddle enthusiasts.
items to the banquet.
This message may be rather long, but please read on.
I have thought about having an on-line art show and
It contains a lot of important information about ASA:
sale for ASA. Do we have any artists, professional or
where we’re heading, what’s going on, and how you
amateur, who would like to donate sidesaddle or horsecan get more involved in helping.
related art? We could list items on our website and accept on-line bids. We would need some volunteers who
For a group that just sprang into being a year and a half
can accept the donations and also ship them to winning
ago, we’ve come a long ways. We’ve now got eight afbidders. Anyone interested in this?
filiate organizations with members in many states. We
have established a program so that instructors who are
Anyone else have any ideas on fundraising?
certified to teach sidesaddle with other organizations
We also need some volunteer help for ASA.
can transfer their certification to ASA. We’re nearly
done with establishing a new certification program for
ASA Store Manager: We need someone willing
sidesaddle instructors for those who don’t already have
to locate or create items for the ASA store, accept paycertification, too. We’re holding our first awards banment and ship items to buyers.
quet in a few weeks and we have a neat and fun awards
program. We’ve done great things – but we can do
ASA Booth Coordinator: We need someone
more!
who can track down locations where we can have informational booths for ASA, have booth kits or supplies
We need to work together to spread the word about ridmade, and find volunteers to work at booths.
ing aside. There are tons of ladies out there who are
either struggling to learn on their own or who are fasFundraising Coordinator: We need someone to
cinated by the idea of riding aside but don’t know how
work to create fundraising projects for ASA and manto get started. We need to reach them. We also need to
age those.
show everyone that sidesaddle is safe – for horses and
humans – and fun!
PR Assistants: Anne Ullius is our wonderful PR
coordinator. But we need volunteers who can assist her
One thing we need to work on right now is getting our
in writing and distributing press releases, getting SS ar501c3 status from the federal government. Once we’re
ticles in publications, etc.
granted this status, all donations made to ASA will be
tax-deductible. It also means we can apply for grants
Speaker/demo coordinator: We need someone
and participate in programs limited to 501c3 nonprofits.
willing to reach out to horse clubs/groups to set up sideOur problem right now is that our treasury is depleted,
saddle talks and/or demos. This person will need to
as are the treasuries of most nonprofits, and we need
work with the regional groups to find volunteers to give
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talks/do demos and will need to research horse clubs ing test (unless excused for medical reasons); a saddle
fitting test; a lecturette; and several sample lessons.
and other organizations.
* In addition, candidates may opt to be certified in
Membership drive coordinator: We need to reach one or more of the following disciplines: hunt seat,
out, find people interested in sidesaddle and get them saddle seat, western seat, dressage, gaited breeds, and
to join ASA or a member org. The membership drive jumping. Each discipline certification requires a writcoordinator will design and implement a membership ten test and a shorter riding test; jumping also requires
two additional sample lessons. Transfer instructors may
drive to raise our membership numbers.
be granted discipline certification if the ASA Board has
If you would like to get more involved but none of these prior knowledge or proof of their experience; otherwise,
jobs look right, let us know. We’ll find a spot for you! they may be asked to take the discipline test.
* Candidates have many more options in how to pass
And what would you all like to see ASA do? We cannot the requirements.
implement every suggestion but we have made changes
as we’ve grown, and many of those changes have been 1. Both ASA and its affiliates may schedule full or parsuggestions by our members. I want to hear what you tial testing sessions.
2. In addition, it will be possible for a candidate to arwant to see happen…
range with ASA and an examiner to have sections of
Thank you all for being a part of ASA. I’m proud to be testing done at various other times.
3. Written tests (taken without notes) may be proctored
working with such a great group of ladies!
at an ASA or affiliate event or at a local school.
4. The riding test(s), sample lessons, and lecturette may
Jenn
be submitted by video as well as done “live”.
Jennifer Williams, Ph.D.
5. Only the saddle fitting test is required to be done
President, American Sidesaddle Association
“live” with an ASA examiner.

ASA Instructor Program
Earlier this year, we announced our policy of accepting
transfer instructor status, and already have five experienced instructors available through that program. Over
the past few months, the Instructor Committee has developed and approved a full policy covering the ASA
instructor program. The written tests which will be used
for these exams are still in development, but once they
are completed, we are ready to fly like a phoenix!
We encourage everyone to read the full Instructors Policy document for full details, but here are the highlights
of the new program:

* A candidate has three years from date of application
to complete all requirements.
* Discipline tests may be added/completed at any time
by an ASA certified instructor.
* Transfer certification will remain in place at current cost of $25. Cost of certification by testing will be
$75, with the possibility of a $10 fee for sections which
must retaken, requiring additional time from an ASA
examiner.
* There will be an annual registration fee of $10, which
covers listing on the ASA website and in the Phoenix,
as well as notification of any material of which instructors should be aware.
* Instructors will be recertified at no charge every five
years (this is included in the $10 annual fee). They will
be sent a CD with any updated information, plus the
recertification written test, which may be taken under
the same conditions as the original written test.
* A form is available for students to evaluate ASA instructors, as well as a process to investigate and resolve
any problems with instructors.

* Instructor candidates must be 18 years of age, and
a member of an ASA affiliate organization, to be eligible.
* For basic certification, candidates must pass a writ- Rhonda Watts-Hettinger
ten exam on general and sidesaddle knowledge; a rid-
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ASA 2009
Point Standings
(As of September 20, 2009)
Show Off:
Cheryl Calentine— Romantico
Lisa Doker—Ike 			
Sue Duncan—Shanna			
Sue Duncan—Janie			
Becky Pitcock—Sammi		
Candy Carlson—Trey			
Maggie Herlensky—Ransom		
Becky Pitcock— Chaser		
Becky Pitcock				
Dale Pitcock				
Lisa Doker—Oree			
Susan Henkel—Impy			
Steph Hutcherson—Romeo		
Rebecca Woods—Jazzy		

9
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Junior Show Off:
Hannah Perkins—Lucky		

2

Street Cruiser:
Candy Carlson—Trey			
Maggie Herlensky—Bud		
Judy Hastings—Atti May		
Steph Hutcherson—Romeo		
Maggie Herlensky—Ransom 		
Sue Duncan—Janie			
Becky Pitcock—Venus		
Dale Pitcock				
Linda Bowlby—Freckles		
Samantha Terry—Mister		

4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

Junior Street Cruiser:
Exhibitionist:
Judy Hastings—Atti May		
Candy Carlson—Trey			
Samantha Terry—Mister		
Susan Henkel				
Maggie Herlensky			
Maggie Herlensky--Ransom		
Steph Hutcherson—Romeo		
Becky Pitcock—Venus		
Dale Pitcock				

7
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Yvonne Hastings			
Linda Bowlby				

1
1

Junior Exhibitionist:
Rebecca Henkel			
Victoria Henkel			

1
1

Trail Mileage:
Cheryl Calentine— Romantico
Candy Carlson—Trey			
Lisa Doker—Ike			
Steph Hutcherson—Romeo		
Karol Kafka—Mischief		

56.5
5
5
5
2

Junior.Trail Mileage:
Social Butterfly:
Shirley Gentry				
Maggie Herlensky			
Steph Hutcherson			

1
1
1

Junior Social Butterfly:
Clinic:
Maggie Herlensky			
Becky Pitcock				

1
1

Junior Clinic:
Overall Sr. Champion:
Cheryl Calentine—Romantico
Candy Carlson—Trey		
Judy Hastings—Atti May
Steph Hutcherson—Romeo		
Lisa Doker—Ike			
Sue Duncan—Janie			
Sue Duncan—Shanna			
Maggie Herlensky—Bud		
Becky Pitcock—Sammi		
Maggie Herlensky— Ransom		
Becky Pitcock—Venus		
Becky Pitcock				
Dale Pitcock				
Samantha Terry—Mister		
Sue Henkel—Impy			
Becky Pitcock— Chaser		
Linda Bowlby				
Linda Bowlby—Freckles		
Karol Kafka—Mischief 		
Lisa Doker—Oree			
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15
10
10
7
6
6
5
4
4
7
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
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Yvonne Hastings			
Maggie Herlensky			
Shirley Gentry				
Rebecca Woods—Jazzy		
Overall Jr. Champion:
Hannah Perkins—Lucky		
Vicky Henkel				
Becky Henkel				
Route 66 (one trip):
Steph Hutcherson		
Sue Duncan			
Candy Carlson			
Linda Bowlby			
Maggie Herlensky		
Cheryl Calentine		
Judy Hastings			
Becky Pitcock			
Lisa Doker			
Karol Kafka			
Rebecca Henkel		
Susan Henkel			
Victoria Henkel		
Rebecca Woods		
Hannah Perkins		
Yvonne Hastings		
Insanity Clause (total):
Candy Carlson			
Maggie Herlensky
Sue Duncan			
Becky Pitcock			
Steph Hutcherson		
Cheryl Calentine		
Judy Hastings			
Linda Bowlby		
Lisa Doker			
Dale Pitcock
Hannah Perkins
Karol Kafka
		
Susan Henkel
Rebecca Henkel
Victoria Henkel
Rebecca Woods
Yvonne Hastings

1
1
1
1

ASA Member Organizations
California Aside

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/CA_Aside
2
1
1

Georgia Ladies Aside

http://www.georgialadiesaside.com

Kentucky Side Saddle

627
570
473
439
424
381
308
222
175
118
69
69
69
69
61
26

www.kentuckysidesaddle.com

MoSSY - Minnesotans on Side Saddles
“Y” (because we can!)
http://www.minnesotasidesaddle.com

Northwest Aside Group
Contact: Judy Hastings:
muley@pomeroy-wa.com

South East Aside

http://www.geocities.com/southeastaside

Southern Ohio Ladies Aside
www.southernohioladiesaside.com

1196
1064
979
870
863
825
694
494
355
342
122
118
73
69
69
69
26

Texas Sidesaddle Riders
http://www.vanbasti.com/tsr
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Hundred Oaks

ASA members can place one free classified ad per issue up to 30
words. Non-member ads are $.30 per word.

Fund Raiser Cookbook
Get Your cookbook NOW!
Ladies’ sidesaddles, several styles, new & used.
Reasonably priced starting at $895. Several tree
sizes and seat lengths in stock. Hundred Oaks, Inc,
P O Box 886, Graham, NC 27253 336-516-3835
Email: sidesadl@aol.com

In order to raise funds for the ASA Award
Program, Judi Houghtaling and Mary Jo
Wisecup have produced a second volume
of their SIDESADDLE RIDER’S COOKBOOK.
The cookbook retails for $18.00 and can be
ordered through the American Lady Aside
web site at www.americanladyaside.com
or you can contact Judi at americanlady@
americanladyaside.com

Seamstress for hire:

For Sale: Mayhew jumping sidesaddle from the

1920’s or 30’s. It is in good condition. The linen
underside has some small tears that will not hinder
its use. I used it for showing and foxhunting. Would
best fit a wider horse as my horse was a big Appendix: Price $1,500 Includes three fold girth. Ph. 423538-0157 e-mail Sande21852@charter.net

Custom-made period costumes from any era.
Also sidesaddle aprons. Discount for ASA
members. For some examples of my work
and ideas of what your new habit can look
like, visit http://picasaweb.google.com/maggieszoo2000/Costumes. I have hundreds of
patterns. References available by request.
Email maggieszoo@horizonview.net or
phone 740-626-7447 for more info or price
quotes.

Somerset Sidesaddle for sale: 18” seat, mediumnarrow tree. Perfect for a junior rider. Seat has minor blemishes which do not affect the usefulness of
the saddle. All new underside and billets. All other
leather is original and in good used condition. Not
reinforced for jumping. Very nice for gaited horses.
$350, plus shipping. Contact Maggie Herlensky 740947-2883 maggieszoo@hotmail.com If buyer lives
within 200 miles of Waverly, Ohio, I will deliver it
and fit it to horse and rider for same cost as UPS
shipping.
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“A Side Saddle Habit”

Pete’s Custom Saddlery

A new business in Minnesota featuring custommade aprons, period clothing, and other side saddle-related items. Consignments of high quality
items will also be taken. If you have books, clothing, or other historical horse or riding related
items for which you need an outlet, please contact
Katey Lunden, at 320-260-2138, or Katey@MinnesotaSideSaddle.com.

www.petescustomsaddles.com
(270) 886-5448
For all your saddle, leather and silver needs.
Full restoration of antique side saddles.

Heritage Tack & Saddlery
Willows, CA

http://www.snowcrest.net/sadlmakr/

AMERICAN LADY
ASIDE

Judy Houghtaling
281 Lower Rd.
Westtown, NY 10998
845-726-4106
americanlady@americanladyaside.com
www.americanladyaside.com

Heritage Tack offers this beautiful 18” Hand Crafted
Western Sidesaddle. $2,600.00
Contact Lillian Chaudary; Phone # 530-934-4152,
Email: sadlmakr@yahoo.com

American Lady Aside, for gifts, apparel and tack for
the sidesaddle enthusiasts
Winter issue deadline is December 15, 2009
Submit your advertisement or article
Contribute to The ASA Phoenix’s success!

Side Saddle
Source
A Consortium of Sidesaddle
Experts

Critter Glitter : Unique, fun, personalized jewelry
for the animal lover. Can email photos of my work.
Bracelets, earrings, and necklaces. My jewelry has
been exhibited, sold and donated at the 2007 Fallen
Soldiers Benefit, BEATS Hippotherapy Benefit, Ride
Aside 2004, and Georgia Ladies Aside events.

When you want the right information...
go to the SOURCE
www.sidesaddlesource.com
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